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FIGHT THE PANDA SYNDICATE – Part I 
Written by Jason J. Dale 

with comments by Christopher Pickhardt , Yelena Sabel , Jonathan Sarofeen, David Baron, Jason Woolbert,  
Steven Bley and David Chen 

 

Post-production on the independent dark, comic adventure “Fight the Panda Syndicate” finished 

in October 2011.  It took six years to make this film and employed the artistic talents of over 450 

individuals from eight different states, including the legendary World Wrestling Federation 

Superstar King Kong Bundy and with music by the extraordinary Swedish Composer Glen 

Gabriel, recently awarded Best Composer at the LA Webfilm Festival two months ago for his 

work on the webseries “The Danger Element,” who believed in this project from the start, and 

who has made perhaps the single greatest contribution to our cause – an opening theme that is as 

unforgettably haunting as it is harmonious.  This film also features original music by David 

Baron, Ricky Bustamante, DJ Bitter John, Timothy Trojan, Noah Brooks and Michael Nashanian 

of PT Grimm, among others. 

 

     
 Sam Rocco, Gaurav Gangoli, 

David Baron & Jason Woolbert 
 Kevin Doheny &  

King Kong Bundy 
 

 

So now, the third and final trailer for the independent film Fight the Panda Syndicate, starring 

Sam Rocco, Antonio San Miguel, Christopher Pickhardt, David Baron, Jason Woolbert, Gaurav 

Gangoli, Yelena Sabel, Jinelle Andersen, Carson Grant, Kevin Doheny and the legendary King 

Kong Bundy, is available to watch on YouTube at the following address:   

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pEmFUqvuOm4.  This film was Directed by Jason J. Dale of 

Franklin Lakes, NJ, and it was Written, Produced and Edited by Jason J. Dale (a Graduate of 

Lafayette College) and Christopher Pickhardt (A Graduate of William Paterson University).  For 

a press kit visit: www.stevenbley.com/presskit-2011.pdf.  For more information on this film, 

visit www.crazyelkproductions.com.   

 

"Right now, there's a 1,600 year old Mongolian sorcerer, holding up in a f*cking fortress 

somewhere in Sussex County, and he's hell-bent on opening up a doorway into another world as 

part of a villainous plan to destroy our own world." 
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 David Baron, Timothy Trojan & 

Jonathan Sarofeen 
 Tommy Breen, Hippie, Bones, 

Doug Christiansen, et al. 
 

  
That was Artie Bannister, one of the heroes of Fight the Panda Syndicate, and he pretty much 

summed up what’s at stake in this movie. But, to give you a little more background, Fight the 

Panda Syndicate opens in the winter of 1939, when certain members of the Third Reich, 

operating under a secret directive known the Panda-Syndikat obsessively combed the 

countryside in pursuit of an artifact described by ancient Chinese texts as the source of an 

unfathomable dark magic.  Lead by a rogue German Commander by the name of Mitternacht 

played by Richard Wright, the Nazi’s tried to capture the artifact from Bianka Yonac, the 

artifact’s pledged protector played by Celeste Moratti.  Bianka is able to send the artifact to 

“relatives” in Bucharest before the Panda Syndicate can get their hands on it.  

  
As the film progresses, it is suggested that the terrorist cells of the Panda Syndicate are believed 

to have disintegrated with the fall of the Third Reich, and it is revealed that the artifact is brought 

to America where it eventually comes into the hands of Rachel Gehret, one of Bianka’s 

descendants.  Rachel is involved with a young contractor named Jim, the hero of our dark comic-

adventure.   As Rachel is kidnapped and Jim’s uncle, an associate of Rachel’s, is murdered, Jim 

struggles to understand the riddles of the Panda Syndicate, realizing that our world is teetering 

dangerously on the edge of disaster orchestrated by the mysterious Sorcerer Xiongmao. 
  
Along with his best friend G and Artie Bannister as well as an odd assortment of supporting 

characters, Reeder will take on the Panda Syndicate in Crazy Elk’s most elaborate production to 

date. 

 

PRE-PRODUCTION 
2006 

In 2006, based on the excitement generated by a cartoon drawn among four friends and a fake 

movie title that we felt might catch people’s attention, the members of Crazy Elk Productions set 

out to make the movie called “Fight the Panda Syndicate.”  With a script and story that drew 

inspiration from such cult classics as John Carpenter’s masterpiece “Big Trouble in Little 

China,” my Partner/Co-Producer/Co-Writer Chris Pickhardt and I began casting, storyboarding, 

scheduling rehearsals and meetings, experimenting with equipment and developing plans for 

various aspects of the production such as construction, locations, legal arrangements, costumes, 

props and special effects work.   

“When Jason proposed one random Tuesday evening that we develop a screenplay from just a 

title scribbled on a piece of paper, I was working hard on my acting career; auditioning, taking 

classes and saving to move out to California to give acting a go on my own. But the more I 
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thought about this grand proposal I became intrigued; both by the prospect of producing a feature 

film (where up until that time I had only produced shorts) and by embarking on this bold 

endeavor with two of my best friends,” said Chris Pickhardt of that fateful moment in our lives.  

“So much history had been already been made between the three of us over our 13-year 

friendship as we sat around the table that night (with Jason and [art/FX director] Steven Bley 

going back even further, to grammar school) that it just made sense for us to go on this adventure 

together.” 

First, we knew that we would next need to obtain a camera to make this film, realizing that 

renting one would be cost-prohibitive and would impose far too many time constraints on 

production, so we printed up a set of 200 t-shirts to raise some money to get started and then 

purchased a Canon XL-2, tripod, microphone and boom.  From what we had read and heard, the 

XL-2 was a vast improvement on affordable consumer grade cameras at the time, and we were 

very satisfied with test footage shot in 2006.  For lighting, we employed a work light from Home 

Depot, which worked very well, and a white sheet to bounce the light that we ended up calling 

“Hero,” employing it to filter and shed light on shots and scenes that would have otherwise been 

too dark.   

Once we got organized and started working through pre-production, it became immediately 

evident that the actors and actresses in Fight the Panda Syndicate would be a strong 

collaborative effort from a large talented group of artists who were looking for the experience of 

making a film and for being involved in the most intimate aspects of production.   

"I felt privileged to be cast as a supporting role in this pure work of art feature film Fight the 

Panda Syndicate,” said Actress and Executive Producer Yelena Sabel who has gone on to write, 

direct, produce, edit and act in her own work on a series of shorts, including one entitled P Word 

Pizza, and a feature currently in development that is entitled Sex, Blood and Fairy Tales.  

“[FTPS] was my first big project, and I felt honored that my opinion mattered when it came to 

writing and other creative ideas I could bring to the table.”   

 

Meetings were held with main actors like Christopher Pickhardt and actresses like Yelena Sabel, 

whose backgrounds in theatre and ideas about character development were both helpful and 

inspirational.  At these meetings, we rehearsed lines, discussed setting, blocking of action, 

character motivations and intent extensively, all of which were extremely helpful to refining the 

scenes written for the film.   

 

     
 Jason J. Dale  Christopher Pickhardt  
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We anticipated going into the project that every shoot would pose a myriad of unique 

complexities and would require a great deal of creative thought to resolve each issue that arose.  

We were forced to adapt and overcome all obstacles quickly, which is why I started scoping out 

any and every book written on the subject that might be useful.   

The first really good book that I was able to procure with respect to the filmmaking process was 

Stephen Katz’s Film Directing Shot by Shot (an excellent book for aspiring Directors).  This 

work focuses heavily on the understanding that visualization is a key element of pre-production 

or even before pre-production begins, which he describes as a constantly evolving necessity that 

every director must be able to capably harness.  In his book, Katz states, “the two most important 

aspects of visualization, the physical connection with the medium and the opportunity to review 

and refine work as it is created, are hard to implement because of the complexity of film 

production” (Katz, 5).  This understanding was integral not only in planning each and every 

scene we shot for the film but also the film as a whole.  In reflecting on the steep learning curve, 

we were fortunate to have such a great group of people working with us on this, our very first, 

project.   

PRODUCTION BEGINS 
2007 

In 2007, our production team kicked off filming with a pivotal scene from FTPS for our first 

official day on set. The scene, number 18 of the original 50 scenes in our script, involved the first 

meeting of the film’s three heroes, Jim (Sam Rocco), G (Gaurav Gangoli) and Artie (David 

Baron).  Their discussion involves a kidnapping believed to be the work of a mysterious 

organization only known to them as the Panda Syndicate, lead by a mysterious man named 

Xiongmao played by Antonio San Miguel.    

     
 Scene 18  David Baron as Artie Bannister  

“Shooting scene 18 introduced my character to the audience and here was the chance to make 

this part memorable. But of course the character must be believable,” said actor David Baron.  

“As an actor I would utilize the most important skill one can have, which is listening.” 
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 Gaurav Gangoli, David Baron & 

Sam Rocco 
 Sam Rocco, Nina Myalchik & 

Gaurav Gangoli 
 

To advise our actors to listen to one another and to react to each other rather than to merely wait 

for their opportunity to speak or deliver a line was a practice that we thoroughly encouraged 

from the start.   

Unfortunately, one of the biggest problems that we encountered with respect to this piece of 

direction was that, more often than not, some of our actors arrived on set and did not know their 

lines, which made it impossible for them to really listen to their colleagues.  Now, this was not 

the case the day we shot Scene 18, thankfully; but when an actor is not familiar with the lines in 

the script, it is almost impossible to even begin to attempt to elicit an emotional performance 

from that actor.  Instead, performances come across as if actors are merely waiting for a cue to 

spit out a line and then another cue and so on and so forth.  This not only wastes money when 

paying for a location, insurance, rentals, food and transportation, but more importantly it wastes 

invaluable time on set.   

As such, one piece of advice that I would offer any aspiring actors out there is to know your lines 

and know them well.  If you have to record yourself saying your lines and play them back, do so.  

If you have to practice with a friend or sibling or write them down, do so.  Do whatever you have 

to do to internalize them and work through the kinks!  Otherwise, you are not only wasting your 

own time but the time of everyone else involved in the production; and as we learned in post-

production, you will be making the editor’s life a nightmare and leave the production team with 

no choice but to go back out for reshoots or pick-up shots.   

For our first day of shooting, we designed our own line of products to enrich the world we were 

creating (beer and cigarettes to start), constructed a ramshackle desk out of wooden pallets 

obtained from a local manufacturer to make it look like a large crate, piled boxes and cases to 

give the appearance of a cluttered workspace and rigged extra lighting with green colored bulbs 

to give the scene the look we were hoping for.  All seemed to be going well when the actors 

arrived.  When we started shooting, it became immediately clear that we would not be able to 

pull the camera far enough away from the actors and the set to achieve the storyboarded 

sequence of shots.  Overhead shots, in particular, were immediately scrapped as we raced against 

the clock to shoot unanticipated coverage; they would have been impossible to achieve anyway 

without ripping a hole in the ceiling.   
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A colleague of mine, Clark LaMendola, once told me that he considered filmmaking to be the 

most complex art form, and I agree with that statement.  Filmmaking combines so many different 

artistic elements, from performance art to cinematography.  I know for a fact that I was not the 

only one who learned just what type of effort it is to make a film.  As my colleague, friend and 

fellow artist David Baron proclaimed:   

Fight the Panda Syndicate opened my eyes to the gargantuan task of making a 

film.  Making a movie incorporates a thousand different kinds of art and media - 

fine arts, graphic arts, performing arts, computer skills, etc. But I would be lying 

if I did not admit that the most fun for me was getting into character. This 

demands focus, mental compartmentalization, and energy energy energy. And I 

got to act. I got to explore my emotions and become someone else. Mr. Dale gave 

me the ball and I ran with it.  I got an idea of just how many people are needed to 

film a scene - lighting, props, grips, holding the boom microphone- jobs that often 

go over-looked and unappreciated.  Managing schedules and navigating 

unexpected problems, cancellations and personality clashes, all presented 

challenges. The work seemed endless and the obstacles insurmountable. But we 

marched on and overcame difficulties. 

 

When all was said and done, it was about 4 o’clock in the morning, and we called it a night, 

relieved to have caught some magical and memorable performances from our actors.  Something 

about the film changed that night though; it started to take on a life of its own.  

 

Despite all of our technical difficulties, the first shoot set the bar higher than we had originally 

intended.  In retrospect, the set should have been ready prior to the day of shooting, so we would 

have had the opportunity to test positions for the camera and particular lens we were using, a 

mistake we would try our best not to make again from that day on. 

 

“I had done some work on the stage with Jason Dale before Crazy Elk Productions, so there was 

already a level of familiarity we had with each other,” said actor Jason Woolbert, who plays 

Agent Stratford Dixon in Fight the Panda Syndicate.  “Going through our first shoots, I noticed 

the same environment of manic creative energy we had before, learning this time how to work 

with a camera or two instead of a theater floor.  Jason has a knack for finding awesome locations 

to film for little rent, so to speak, and we as a crew were able to quickly improve our skills with 

each session.  We made a lot of use of wheelchairs and other devices to mimic [certain] camera 

movement[s].”   

 

     
 Chris Pickhardt, Jason J. Dale & 

Jason Woolbert 
 Jason Woolbert, Sam Rocco, 

Gaurav Gangoli & David Baron 
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By March 2007, production for “Fight the Panda Syndicate” was in full swing, as many of our 

main actors had already stepped in front of the camera.  

     
 David Baron, Sam Rocco, Jinelle 

Andersen & Gaurav Gangoli 
 Catherine Frances Scott, 

Danielle Gardner, Yelena Sabel 
& Antonio San Miguel 

 

We held two sessions of auditions in New York City to cast critical roles and find new people, 

posted ads to backstage.com and Craig’s List in an attempt to drum up extras, and lived by the 

saying “it doesn’t hurt to ask” when it came to locations scouting; and throughout the year, the 

cast and crew of Crazy Elk filmed sequences at:     

     
 Steven Bley, Russ Pickhardt & 

Danny Santiago 
 Jonathan Sarofeen, Oliver Plunkett, 

Tommy Breen, Kurt Betz, David Baron 
& Melissa Pflugh  

 

 The Sheraton Crossroads in Mahwah, NJ 

 Hansil’s Bar and Grill in Oakland, NJ 

 P. Feiner and Sons, Inc. Machine Shop in Bogota, NJ 

 Lola’s Hot N Flying Tattoo Parlor in Bogota, NJ 

 Ninja New York and Club Snitch in Manhattan, NY 

     
 Michael Nashanian & Jeremy Tollenson  Timothy Trojan  
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As we experienced when we filmed scene 18, we continued to feel that we would always be 

running against the clock and that time would be our worst enemy on set.  The Canon XL-2 is a 

great camera with excellent low-light capabilities, but lighting, weather, ambient sound, on-set 

fight choreography and retakes due to lack of rehearsal time often made it difficult to keep a 

shooting schedule moving forward to our own personal satisfaction.  In some cases, we ended up 

scheduling additional shooting dates at these locations to capture transitional shots and critical 

exposition.  These experiences helped us to learn more about ourselves and how much we could 

realistically produce in a block of time. 

     
 Jason J. Dale  Christopher Pickhardt & David Rivitz  

Three months after we started filming, we were featured in a full page article entitled “Indie 

Filmmakers Dream,” by Mike Kerwick in The Record, which highlighted our goals and 

objectives in working against the odds to make this movie a reality.  Throughout 2007, we 

learned that thorough scouting and visualization on-set as well as on-set rehearsal time were both 

very important to factor into a production schedule of this magnitude, a practice which we would 

factor into future negotiations with property owners and associates.   

We also quickly learned how expensive it is to shoot with even short-term production insurance, 

a factor we consider very important to any production, and to lock down locations by negotiating 

terms for the use of space.  Typically, we found it much easier to shoot at the convenience of the 

property owner and to plan several months ahead to shoot a block of scenes under one short term 

insurance policy.   

     
 David Baron, Gaurav Gangoli, 

Jinelle Andersen, Sam Rocco & 
Andrea Prendamano 

 Barry Winston & David Mutch  

 

I believe that we did everything we could have done to accommodate dozens of schedules 

around dozens of people’s lives as we worked on this film.  Unfortunately, even the most 

thoughtful planning can sometimes fall to pieces at the last moment.  In particular, I remember 
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that we were supposed to shoot a scene in an historic jail, a really spectacular location, and one 

of our main actors was unable to attend.  This actor’s attendance on that particular day of 

shooting was to be an integral part of the scene as it was written.  Cancelling the day’s shoot was 

unfortunately not an option, as it would have caused delays and might never have happened 

again, so we were forced to re-imagine how the scene would play out and reassign a set of lines 

on set to convey the main point of the scene.  But, when you have an actor you care about in a 

tough situation, sometimes you have to make tough decisions to advance the overall production 

sacrificing what would be optimal for what would be practical for the sake of preserving the 

forward momentum of production.  I felt very bad about having to more forward on a shoot 

without one of our actors and wish that things could have been different, but I felt that it was for 

the best in our overall forward progression.  

 

     
 Danielle Gardner, Sam Rocco, 

Gaurav Gangoli & David Baron 
 Jinelle Andersen &  

Andrea Prendamano 
 

 

“Filming the jail scene was especially challenging when one actor called in sick,” said David 

Baron.  “This meant channeling more energy; creating tension demands energy. What is the 

point of a scene if not to explore tension? But you take what you have and give everything 

you've got, because even if you can return to specific location, you cannot re-create the first 

moment and the magic that happens.” 

 

I can definitely state without equivocation and from personal experience that this much is 

certainly true.  We tried, several times, to recreate or reshoot portions of scenes over the years at 

several locations through pick up shots, and we rarely came close to the magic of the first time 

we shot those particular scenes.  

 

Throughout production, I continued on my quest for reading material to enhance my abilities, 

and I came across one perspective, in particular, that championed the concepts of preparedness 

and practice enhancing technique.  In particular, Judith Weston, author of Directing Actors, 

states that “the purpose of technique is to prepare the ground for inspiration,” (Weston, 6).  In 

speaking of technique, she not only suggests that it may benefit Directors but actors as well.  I 

think Weston’s book was most helpful to me in organizing and assembling my own thoughts in 

preparation of the daily process of filming.   

 

As far as I am concerned, acting is about getting in touch with natural emotion in a given set of 

circumstances, and it is equally important for the Director to prepare mentally for the characters 

and their questions as it is for the actors in order to avoid confusion or emotional mapping that 

leads to weak, superficial performances.   I learned a great deal from Weston about how to work 

with actors in an attempt to evoke particular moods or actions through suggestions.  For 
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example, Weston states, “If you want the actors’ help in evoking a particular mood, you might 

try instead an imaginative adjustment.  An adjustment can be an ‘as if.’  For example, if you 

wanted a ‘chilly’ atmosphere in a family dinner scene, you might ask the actors to play the scene 

‘as if the first person who makes a mistake in table manners will be sentence to a prison term” 

(Weston, 15).   

 

Admittedly, I found it difficult to come up with these types of adjustments at first, particularly 

under pressure, but I also found that they were an aspect of production that I could address prior 

to a shoot in anticipation of the need to help out an actor or actress.  It is certainly difficult 

enough to get the lighting, sound and camerawork to happen, but it is even more difficult to elicit 

a performance or particular action from an actor within a frame without what is called 

“emotional mapping” that could potentially ruin a performance.   

 

Rather than recount Weston’s entire philosophy, I will suggest her work as essential homework 

for any aspiring filmmaker or actor.  In particular, I believe it will help them to understand one 

another much better and to formulate a better working relationship, and I wish I had read her 

work earlier in the process of making this film and setting out on this adventure. 

 

Being a Director of independent film is like any other professional job; one really needs to have 

an extraordinary understanding of the equipment and elements intrinsic to production (lenses, 

filters, lighting equipment, dolly tracking, sound recording devices, etc), as well as a well-

stocked arsenal of techniques and methods for handling just about any type of situation that 

might arise and compromise, prevent or even complicate any aspect of production (and they 

will!).  I know from experience that every precious moment lost on set can lead to tragedy at the 

end of the day, particularly when it comes to rushing and errors in continuity.  The last thing that 

you want to have happen is to have to cut a scene that is important to the plot, because you have 

no way of editing it together and no way of going back to reshoot it.  Discomfort and lack of 

familiarity with the process of filmmaking can lead to getting wrapped up in the technicalities at 

a critical moment that could impact the flow of a scene or a performance; and if a Director does 

not go into a day’s production as thoroughly prepared as possible, that director might find that he 

or she is lacking the necessary pieces to complete the puzzle of a well edited scene at the end of 

the day.   

 

Things really heated up in June 2007, when the cast and crew shot a scene for Renard’s club at 

Club Snitch with our two favorite bands (Flip the Bird and P.T. Grimm) and Fight the Panda 

Syndicate was featured on a show called Real Talk on My9 Channel 9 throughout the tri-state 

area.  Clips and behind-the-scenes photos of the production were incorporated into the interview.  

 

     
 Production Team at Club Snitch  Julie Jordan interviews Jason Dale on My9  
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In July 2007, the production team constructed a throne room set in a warehouse in Clifton, NJ, 

which was to Xiongmao’s inner sanctum, complete with a 5 foot panda statue, a seal that was 6 

foot in diameter, platforms, walls, stairs and sand pits.  After negotiations with the property 

owner had closed, all too close to our shooting dates, we realized that our access to power was 

limited, making for some serious lighting problems, and we further realized that we had taken on 

much more than we could have possibly accomplished with such a small construction team.  

Through this experience we learned that no matter how much research we put into materials, it is 

very costly to build a set and make it look real.  We learned the hard way that without the 

dedication of masters in their craft (painting in particular) and the proper rigging for lights things 

didn’t turn out the way we wanted them to.   

 
Set Construction in Clifton, NJ 

Although we forced our limited budget to go the distance and never left anything to chance when 

it came to production design, commissioning an architect, a carpenter and an art designer to plan 

for the set, we ended up taking on the task of constructing and tearing down the set ourselves for 

several sequences that hit the cutting room floor.  The point was to construct a dark chamber 

with an elevated platform, rock-like walls and pits of sand on the ground.  Unfortunately, the 

foam needed to give the walls that we constructed a rock-like texture was cost-prohibitive, but 

that was the least of our problems.  It also quickly became evident that a bit of creative 

Imagineering would be necessary in every aspect and at every step of production to think of 

innovative ways to accomplish ones artistic ends on a budget.  In our case, the accounting was 

clear, we were in way over our heads from the start.   

Though many of the scenes shot in Clifton would not make the final cut, they brought many 

among the cast and crew together and helped to solidify some very special bonds of friendship.  

Perhaps if we knew then what we know now about After Effects, 3D Max and Green Screen, we 

might have accomplished what we set out to do in Clifton without putting ourselves through an 

exhausting and, unfortunately, costly calamity.   

After the Clifton debacle, some of the cast lost hope, and it became difficult to schedule every 

member of our large cast for “Fight the Panda Syndicate” for the specific dates and hours that 

we needed them on-set, let alone for rehearsals.  However, we pressed onward and found a way 

to work bring everyone together time and time again, in some manner or fashion, to get what we 

needed.  One of the highlights of our first year out involved a hike of several miles deep into the 

woods where we shot the main characters on a trek through the woods toward what we would 

ultimately call Xiongmao’s Fortress in the fictitious town of Beaver Creek.   
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  Jason Woolbert, Sam Rocco, Gaurav Gangoli and David Baron   

At one point, we encountered a tricky and stressful situation in the editing room, a problem we 

had known would come to be, one they had dreaded but accepted from the start.  This problem 

was that when certain characters who were supposed to be together in certain scenes were not 

due to conflicts or cancellations with respect to their ability to attend shooting dates, even when 

planned months in advance.  These issues made for a bleak prognosis at first, and we were forced 

to get creative and reimagine how certain scenes would play out in sequence.   

“A production schedule of such length; especially one with as many gaps in between shoots 

(sometimes several months) is bound to bring with it a plethora of hurdles to jump over (not only 

regarding the upkeep that is necessary to keep the 30 or so central actors on board but cinematic 

ones which heavily rely on continuity; both of the actor's appearance and regarding the overall 

film's mise-en-scène),” said Chris Pickhardt.   “Couple all the legwork of keeping this 

snowballing runaway train on track with the lack of a proper up-front budget and skeleton crew 

and you will begin to understand what we were dealing with.” 

     
 Yelena Sabel & Chris Pickhardt  Sam Rocco & Danielle Gardner  

Our first year of production was filled with trials, of which we have only touched upon a few and 

through which we certainly struggled.  In the end, however, we made out, having shot at least 

two dozen critical scenes to the film’s storyline and achieved more than we ever dreamed 

possible.  And, with every door that closed on us, another seemed to open (this time it was a big 

one).  In December 2007, wrestling legend King Kong Bundy joined the fight for the first time 

by making his first appearance in front of Crazy Elk’s cameras as the nefarious Otto Belmar.  We 

thoroughly enjoyed working with Bundy and consider him a talented and extremely professional 

actor with great comic timing.  His contributions to our film have been unfathomable, and we are 

eternally in his debt.   
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Lola’s Hot & Flying Tattoo Parlor in Bogota, NJ 

In particular, due to the fact that Clifton could not serve as the all-in-one location, we were 

forced to go out and find other locations for Xiongmao’s Fortress, which ended up eventually 

consisting of nine separate locations blended together, all scheduled for different dates.  In 

scheduling these shoots, we employed an idea that we would be able link characters by having 

them join up or separate as they made their way through the maze of corridors, hallways, locker 

rooms and factory spaces in accordance with a particular plan.   

     
 David Baron, Sam Rocco, Gaurav 

Gangoli & Jason Woolbert 
 Antonio San Miguel &  

Danielle Gardner 
 

We scouted each location for action and shots, and each time took into consideration whether we 

needed to reconnect characters in terms of their physical location and proximity to each other 

within Xiongmao’s fortress in order to develop multiple, clear lines of action for them all, both 

individually and as a group.  Of course, this process involved some script revisions, but they 

were necessary revisions that helped us finish the film.   Having such a large cast became an 

asset in this sense as opposed to a hindrance, as we were able to cut from one set of characters in 

one set of circumstances to another set of characters in another set of circumstances and then 

back again later on seamlessly.       
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FIGHT THE PANDA SYNDICATE – Part II 
Written by Jason J. Dale 

with comments by Christopher Pickhardt , Yelena Sabel , Jonathan Sarofeen, David Baron, Jason Woolbert,  
Steven Bley and David Chen 

 

PRODUCTION EVOLVES 
2008 

In 2008, we moved forward with renewed confidence, amped up our game a bit with the help of 

martial arts choreographer Ace Laluces and a slew of new locations, the cast and crew of Crazy 

Elk Productions filmed extensive action sequences with foundations in the progressive teachings 

of Jeet Kune Do. The production team returned to Ninja, NY, P. Feiner and Sons, the basement 

of the Sheraton Crossroads Hotel and two other locations for the film’s extensive final battle 

sequence.  

     
 Director Jason J. Dale at  

Ninja, NY 
 Ace Laluces & David Chen  

Also in 2008, the cast and crew also filmed: 

 A critical scene of exposition between heroine Rachel Gehret and her mentor-figure 

Professor Redgrave, played by Carson Grant to explain more about the origins of the 

film’s “McGuffin,” an ancient Chinese artifact. 

    
 Danielle Gardner & Carson 

Grant 
 Avram Berman, Jason J. Dale 

and Nina Myalchik 
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 A romantic dinner scene at Solari’s in Hackensack, NJ between hero Jim Reeder and 

heroine Rachel Gehret to highlight their budding romance. 

 A prologue for FTPS set in Poland in 1939 at the Atwood-Blauvelt Mansion in Oradell, 

NJ (thanks to Carol Messer, Bonnie & Jeffrey Wells), to open the film with some history. 

     
 Celeste Moratti as Bianka Yonac  Richard Wright as Mitternacht  

 A new action-packed scene in Pompton Lakes, NJ to inject some more excitement into 

the film.  

Knowing what we know now technically, some extra work and pick up shots with some actors 

who left the project would have really helped the final product’s narrative structure.  A shot of a 

letter on a table, a few shots of young love in action to develop a relationship would have made a 

world of difference to audience members trying to identify with our characters.  So, please 

remember while you are out there shooting, to pick up the shots you need, or you will end up 

lamenting the loss of the shot of an envelope that is important to the plot placed on the table or 

the shot of the radio supposedly playing in the background, later when you are confined to 

strictly what’s in the footage, making it difficult to edit.  If you want people to watch and enjoy 

the film, as opposed to overwhelming them with dialogue and exposition, think of those elements 

that link characters and actions; think of them not only as props but as actors themselves in need 

of their close ups as well.      

In thinking about the learning process that we all experienced in making this movie and how we 

have all evolved as a result, the words of my friend and fellow collaborator David Chen come to 

mind.  David said “my experience working on the feature film Fight the Panda Syndicate was a 

very memorable one. It was my first feature film and I learned the do's and don'ts of making a 

film. I've always been interested in how films were made. Making a film, short or feature, is an 

art. Everything counts and has to be in place.”  David Chen, who not only acted in Fight the 

Panda Syndicate but who also worked with colleagues on Fight Choreography for the film.  

“This was also the first film where I was able to perform stunts and fight scenes. Working on this 

film was a long, but fun and awesome process with the outcome of a pure cult classic in the 

making.”   
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 David Chen  Ace Laluces  

Despite the uncertainty in this period of time, those of us closest to the project banded together 

and accomplished some of our most well thought out and well executed days of production.   

“All my life I've loved movies and working on this film with my closest friends in life really was 

a bonding moment I'll never forget,” said Steven Bley, one of our closest friends and the 

mastermind behind our special effects and graphic design.  “Through the hard times and 

tribulations we faced, we managed to pull through every situation with a positive outlook and 

make the best of what we could of it.  We struggled with time and money, setbacks and 

problems, yet we overcame each thing and made a movie by learning each step on the way.”  

After we got rolling, our momentum picked up, and we found ourselves attending town council 

meetings to ask permission to film on the streets and meeting with police officers to discuss 

logistics, safety and public awareness.  We strongly recommend coordination with local 

authorities when it comes to outdoor action scenes or sequences, as it will make for a much safer 

environment for cast and crew alike.  Many guerilla filmmakers shoot without telling the local 

government or authorities; and although I’m not criticizing their style of filmmaking or their 

right to do so at all, I believe that, in this day and age with so much scrutiny and so many 

watchful eyes on the street, scenarios can turn very ugly very quickly where fight choreography 

or prop weapons are involved.  So, do yourself a favor, let the police know what you are up to.  

Even with a police escort, we managed to frighten one unknowing local resident when one of our 

actors came running around the corner with a prop M16.  Things could have turned ugly very 

quickly if the police had not been with us.      

           

One shoot that took place during this very productive period of time, in particular, warrants 

mention.  We were set to film a briefing room scene, in which an agent of the FBI was to explain 

the phenomenon of the Panda Syndicate to a dubious President of the United States.  We arrived 

on set and were thankful to have a number of actors/actresses on site to play agents for the 
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briefing and Secret Service, as well as our President of the United States played by Martin Etler.  

However, once again due to ill health, one of our main actors set to preside over the Presidential 

briefing called last minute to advise that he would not be able to attend the shoot.  Being that 

there were far too many lines to impose on any other actor present, no one could fill that 

particular actor’s shoes.  After several moments of deliberation, and thankfully due to some 

lessons learned from Andrew Kramer of Video Copilot, we decided that we were going to shoot 

the scene without that particular actor that particular day and, on a separate day, shoot that 

actor’s lines in a different room for the purposes of overlaying an image of that actor speaking as 

though he is addressing them from a remote location on a viewscreen that we would create later 

in post.  In the end, we were thrilled with the result and felt that we had rescued the shoot and the 

scene.  The lesson learned here is that sometimes the Director needs to walk away from the 

situation and think for a few moments to try to work through the complexities that arise in 

shooting, a point which has already been stated but which deserves reiteration.   

     

Before year two had come to a close, we decided to re-shoot three scenes that were central to the 

plot of FTPS.  The re-shoots were in keeping with a more advanced shooting style (using a 

Frezzi grip and steadi-cam to free up our cameramen), including a pivotal scene that brings Act I 

of FTPS to a climactic close.  Feeling that we had grown so much and that the production value 

of these scenes could be better, we set out to improve on our initial attempts, and we were 

thrilled with the end result.  We found that equipment such as a Frezzi grip or a steadi-cam 

apparatus gave us the ability to shoot scenes much faster and to keep shots close to static, when 

necessary, without the use of a tripod, saving valuable time and freeing us up to imagine more 

complex shots.   

     

These re-shoots once again brought new life to the project at the close of a long year, and we 

started to feel that the end was in sight, although it really was not.   
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 David Baron & Danielle Gardner  King Kong Bundy  

By 2009, thousands of people had heard of FTPS and were eager to see the fruits of our labors. 

The mere 200 t-shirts produced for the film had circulated to countries around the world.  And, 

with over 450 people involved from over eight different states, expectations were high to say the 

least.  Throughout the year, four editors worked on a chronological cut of the film, assembled 

with footage from the 50 scenes written into the original script.  The cast and crew also picked 

up some missing transitional footage and several new scenes that functioned to link key scenes 

and to give the movie a more seamless flow.  For our second film (in production now), we have 

tried to anticipate the need for transitional footage that visually helps the audience link a 

complex sequence of scenes through visual cues.  As year three came to a close, the 

chronologically sequenced first cut of the film had been completed, and it clocked in at a 

whopping 2 hours and 45 minutes.   

POST PRODUCTION 
2010 

In January 2010, serious editing began to transform the 2 hour and 45 minute chronological cut 

into a theatrical cut. The main challenge of FTPS in post-production was to sequence the film, 

link its many actors at various points and keep the plot in constant motion for viewers, a feat 

which took us several months to achieve with limited pick up shots.  We imagined that not only 

festivals but audiences as well were not interested in such a long independent film, so we started 

cutting the film down to size.  This was accomplished, in part, by consolidating scenes and 

creating montage sequences to convey action rather than complex and lengthy dialogue.   

“The biggest learning curve has to be in the editing room with post-production – there is so much 

to absorb and I really see how involved it can be to make a movie out of footage,” said actor 

Jason Woolbert, who drove thousands of miles over the years to take part in this project.  “That 

is the biggest difference from a live performance where all the work is in the prep.  The crew as a 

whole has really taken some large steps forward, on our own dime, during the making of this 

movie and I’m proud to have taken part in it.” 

 

Having been through the process of making this movie, I believe, as a colleague and Editor 

named Michelle Angelo once told me, that it is as much the Editor’s movie as it is the Director’s 

or the Writer’s.  The Editor is really the one who pulls all of the film’s constituent elements 

together; and as Jason Woolbert expressed above, it is amazing to “see how involved it can be to 

make a movie out of footage,” out of thousands of tiny little pieces, which are spread out over 

terabytes upon terabytes worth space on a computer in the case of digital filmmaking.  
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The fact that we started editing during the first year of production worked tremendously to our 

advantage and helped us to improve as we progressed.  As Gabriella Oldham states in her book 

First Cut, “all editors live by what is in the footage, not what the scriptwriter or director hoped 

would be there.” (Oldham, 8).   As a Director/Editor, this was a phrase that I tried to live by 

throughout production, particularly when I found myself missing an important linking shot for 

one of my favorite sequences in the first scene we filmed that ultimately lead to the complete 

abandonment of that sequence in the final cut.  As such, we highly recommend that all aspiring 

filmmakers spend some time in the editing room before setting out, because they will then begin 

to learn more of what they will need at the end of the day, which is critical to cutting together a 

logical sequence.   

Through the editing process, we learned a great deal about the art of storytelling in the 

construction of a film.  While editing film, we started to work with many of the main actors on 

voiceover and Audio Dialogue Recording otherwise known as ADR.  We found ADR to be 

particularly useful in helping the editors to enhance the quality and sound of the project.  In one 

instance, actor Avi Berman, who plays Rachel’s Uncle Kazimierz Yonac in the film provided a 

voiceover in Hebrew and a subsequent translation that lent both authenticity and much deeper 

meaning to a scene.     

We also saw moments in the film where short new sequences and special effects would help to 

tell the story.  Once again, rather than apply band-aide transitions, we took advantage of the time 

that was given to us by shooting three additional scenes to add flavor, visual cues and more 

direct exposition to the film’s first act, including one involving a 50  machine gun and a rocket 

launcher to inject more firepower into the final battle scene.   

     

I would be remiss if I did not include the fact that sound and music are two of the most important 

elements in bringing a film to life.  Sound effects can excite you, scare you, make you feel 

comfortable and at home or make you forget that you are even watching a movie.  Most films are 

not just about pictures but about the sound of cars passing, footsteps, impacting hits, planes 

flying overhead, tattooing needles buzzing, dogs barking and most importantly “room tone,” 

which should be captured as the sound of the air in the room without dialogue that can be looped 

underneath the dialogue so that there are no dead spots where the air seems to stop.  In our early 

editing sessions, we learned to be careful about our sound recording to save us time and much 

grief later on.   

 

We have been very fortunate to have worked with and met a great many talented musicians 

throughout production on Fight the Panda Syndicate.  I feel that our production has been, if 
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nothing else, blessed with some extremely special music by Glen Gabriel, David Baron, Noah 

Brooks, Timothy Trojan, Michael Nashanian, Ricky Bustamante, DJ Bitter John, Amy 

Schumacher and many others.  And, many of these musicians have shown extraordinary 

consideration toward achieving collaborative ends nothing short of tweaked to perfection.   

 

The soundtrack for Fight the Panda Syndicate employs music of many different types, from 

flamenco guitar to heavy metal, and it was a delight to have so many musicians involved 

throughout the various stages of production, some gathering inspiration while on set and others 

from thousands of miles away via in-depth conversation.  I have found it extremely rewarding to 

get feedback from them upon seeing our scenes set to their music. 
 

“Watching scenes and hearing my riff, my bass line, or song playing in the background made the 

film even more enjoyable for me. Hearing an ambient sound effect that I had created on the 

guitar was fun. There was something quite exciting about hearing my small addition to an edited 

scene, deepening the texture and heightening the mood for the collective work,” said David 

Baron.  “Music propels the story. It is just as important as a good script, good acting, editing and 

directing. Being part of the film-making process from this perspective pushed me further as a 

musician. Hearing the work of composers Glen Gabriel and Noah Brooks; meeting musicians 

from other bands, guys like Tim Trojan, and Mike Nashanian, among others, was inspiring and 

humbling for me.” 

 

As such, I strongly suggest that filmmakers engage those with an understanding of music theory 

and with a good sense of timing on their journey; such knowledge will help those filmmakers to 

gain insight that may greatly benefit production plans, shot sequencing, editing and other aspects 

of a project immensely.  I know that it worked well for us.   

Since production updates on Fight the Panda Syndicate went dark for most of 2010, as editors, 

musicians and special effects artists worked to complete the film, many wondered if the film 

would ever be finished. We are happy to report that approximately 49 full days of production 

spread out over four years and approximately 3,000 hours of editing spread out three years have 

paid off. The dream of making this film is now a reality.  We have worked with dozens of actors 

over a long period of time; a practice that we do not recommend to other productions on our no-

budget level.  It became very difficult to continue to bring actors who became parents, finished 

school, became disillusioned with the lengthy process of filmmaking on our level and who 

moved on to other projects back to complete a production that started out before it was ready.  

Many who are not committed to the industry do not understand how lengthy and detailed the 

process of making a movie can be.  For those who really committed to this project and gave us 

200% from day one to the end, we are eternally grateful.   

     
 Chris Pickhardt as Renard  Antonio San Miguel as Xiongmao  
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 “Looking back on that fateful evening now six years later and reflecting on everything we have 

been through I am left with a duality of both pride and amazement along with maybe a little 

exhaustion,” said Chris Pickhardt.  “We truly accomplished a bounty given our meager means 

and despite our finite budget, we adapted and overcame all obstacles thrown at us and made up 

for what we lacked in money with creativity (a phrase that became one of our many mottos’ 

during production).” 

Perhaps it is because we never expected the film to grow so large or the interest to be so big from 

beginning and when we found ourselves getting deeper and deeper in over our heads, creative 

problem solving was absolutely necessary on an everyday basis.  So, the advice that we offer to 

others who dream of making a film is primarily to know exactly how your film is going to 

sequence visually from beginning to end and do not think of the scenes as separate entities.  

There are so many subtle ways that it is possible to clue an audience into what is going on 

through the employment of news media broadcasts, stock footage and practical After Effects.  

For any of you who have not visited www.videocopilot.net to learn about After Effects, it is an 

absolute must, and Andrew Kramer is an extremely engaging teacher.    

In March 2011, we held a test screening with over 100 guests (many of whom we did not know); 

and to our great surprise, they enjoyed the film immensely.  We employed questionnaires to test 

some of our ideas on better sequencing and sound (a very important, time consuming final 

component of the editing process), which brings us to our second piece of advice:  take your time 

in recording sound on set and always obtain room tone!  We understand that it can be frustrating, 

but it will potentially save you months in post-production.  Luckily, we were able to make up for 

our mistakes and to move forward.  We learned and grew as filmmakers, in part, because of the 

editing process.  

 “This film was a turning point for many involved; it opened doors to ‘other dimensions’ of my 

career and life itself.  I learned many lessons about filmmaking, acting and directing. Working on 

this film was a definitely enormous growth for me, professionally and spiritually," said Yelena 

Sabel.   

Many of the cast and crew of FTPS have moved on to other projects and films both behind the 

scenes and in front of the cameras.  We have seen some doing extra work, others in theatre, 

others still acting alongside Hollywood Stars in feature films while some have joined the union 

and are getting regular gigs on such television shows as Blue Bloods, Law and Order and Person 

of Interest.  It has been incredibly satisfying to see friends and colleagues find their own success 

in this business, and I hope there are many more successes to come.  

As Writer/Director/Producer and now Editor, it became increasingly more difficult for me to 

devote my time and attention to what would come next after we completed the film.  In fact, 

even now, I find it difficult to devote as much time and attention as the matter deserves.  In 

response to this, I decided to take a friend up on an offer to head up post-production and to 

coordinate festival submissions from that point forward.  I can honestly say that this is one of the 

decisions in the production that I was most happy to have made.    

 

“We wrapped up shooting FTPS about 12 months ago. Since then, I have taken on the 

responsibility of coordinating our entry into the Festival circuit, taking on the role of location 

coordinator/ supervisor for up and coming projects, and of course lending a fresh eye and ear as 

http://www.videocopilot.net/
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the editing comes to a conclusion,” said Jonathan Sarofeen, our Manager of Post Production.  

“Jason told me, ‘the way to learn how to make a movie is to go out and make a move.’  This 

rings true for every aspect from inception to marketing your final product.” 

 

Jon’s words pretty much sum up our attitude in general and remind me of a conversation that I 

had with Alec Baldwin one day when my colleagues and I were honored to meet him.  When 

asked by Mr. Baldwin what it was that interested us most, we shared our story with him briefly, 

told him that we loved filmmaking and hoped to be doing it for the rest of our lives.  He was 

extremely amiable and thoughtful in his response; and with a twinkle in his eye, he said “isn’t it 

wonderful.”  We, of course, agreed.  We were fortunate enough to talk further with him and left 

feeling reaffirmed that we wanted to make movies for the right reason, for the love of the art of 

filmmaking.  We thanked Mr. Baldwin for his company and bid him a fond farewell, hoping that 

someday our paths would cross again.   

 

To date, Fight the Panda Syndicate has not yet been accepted into any festivals, though we are 

hopeful and believe that we have gained perspective into how to proceed in both the near future 

with this project and with others down the road.  I will defer once again to Jon on this matter:   

“One of the best lessons I have learned has been how to hone in on the correct 

festivals you wish to submit to. Not every festival will jive with the feel of every 

independent film out there, and with a limited budget most productions can not 

afford to take the shotgun approach (to submit to every festival as they come up 

until you have no money left).  I have come to the opinion that one needs to take 

the surgical shotgun approach to festivals to affect the best possible outcome. 

 What this loosely entails is to first identify what category your project best fits 

into, i.e., feature length narrative, short film, documentary, etc.  Next is to identify 

the genre, i.e. comedy, drama, sci-fi, etc.  I have found that using 

Withoutabox.com has been an immeasurable asset.  This is a web site that pools 

the vast majority of film festivals both international and domestic into one central 

location.  Also, standard Internet searches of your local area is great to gain the 

support of your home town and to "break it to the scene.’  So much goes into a 

great strategy for getting an independent film noticed and recognized.” 

Although I do not claim to be an expert editor, I believe that the experience of making this film 

has afforded me the kind of expertise that only comes after years of sleepless nights in the 

editing room, and the one thing that I strongly suggest is do not to rush your product. 

 

If you rush and do not deliver the quality product that you set out to create, you will find that it is 

evident in your final product.  In our case, after five to six years of production, those who did not 

understand how difficult it is to make a film on a micro-budget with a skeleton crew started to 

express disbelief in the project and discontent with the timeline, which I tried very hard to 

ignore.  It was difficult to completely ignore it though, and I think that I allowed their sentiment 

to factor into decisions to submit a work-in-progress to many festivals that may have dismissed it 

due to its imperfections.  Submitting to festivals is expensive (like applying to college) for 

someone like me who is neither independently wealthy nor making a lot money at my day job; 

and although I have had the good fortune of some help along the way, it definitely made for a 

year of sacrifice with nothing to show just yet.  So, save your money and submit a finished 

product, and Jonathan Sarofeen also has this to say:  
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“One last bit of advice I can give is to always be planning, and to make sure you have a decent 

budget,” said Jonathan Sarofeen.  “Take into account postage, handling along with entry fees and 

travel.  The most important aspect of the festival circuit is if you are accepted, you must be there 

in person to promote your film and network with the professionals that can distribute your 

work.” 

THE JOURNEY 
 

I am extremely thankful for the experience of having made this film, and I know that I am not 

alone.  I need only consider the words of my dear friends and colleagues in reflecting on the 

journey: 

“Working on FTPS has definitely been one of the best and most rewarding 

experiences of my life, and I am deeply appreciative to Jason Dale and 

Christopher Pickhardt for bringing me on with open arms.” – Jonathan Sarofeen 

“Setting out to produce an independent film with my best friends was not only the 

most rewarding experience of my life but the most logical. We have been and 

always will be connoisseurs of cinema. There is no greater experience than sitting 

down in that dark theater waiting for that highly anticipated movie to begin.  Ever 

since I was a kid I have been captivated by movies, so it was no real surprise to 

anyone that acting was what I wanted to do with my life. That I ended up writing, 

producing, editing and wearing many more hats in support of my craft was only 

additional reassurement and perhaps an omen, that I was truly following the right 

path.”  - Christopher Pickhardt 

“Being part of the independent film Fight the Panda Syndicate was one of the 

most challenging and rewarding, creative collaborative experiences in my life as 

an artist.  So I seized this opportunity to learn from so many talented artists.  I was 

also introduced to many talented and highly motivated crew members who shared 

a common vision and who would work tirelessly to create the feature-length film. 

Steven Bley made amazing things happen with special effects and post-

production.  Ace Laluces coached and choreographed his actors for hours to make 

martial arts sequences exciting and believable.  Jason Dale, writer and director of 

the film, not only offered me the chance to play Artie Bannister, a quirky, street-

wise, business middle-man with shady connections, but he also gave me a vehicle 

in which to feature some of my own music on the soundtrack.” – David Baron 

 

     
 Steven Bley, Chris Pickhardt and 

Jason J. Dale 
 Sam Rocco, David Baron and Gaurav 

Gangoli 
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I have always loved movies.  I grew up on movies like Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Big 

Trouble in Little China, Back to the Future, E.T., Grease, Clash of the Titans, The Goonies, Star 

Wars, Innerspace and Cannonball Run, and I have always wanted to make movies that people 

would simply enjoy.  I also grew up in a time when The Muppet Show reigned superior and 

movies like Cherry 2000, Streets of Fire, My Science Project, The Lost Boys and an astonishing  

plethora of Harryhausen or Godzilla films were running frequently on late night cable.   

 

Men like Jim Henson and Steven Spielberg were inspirational to me, and I held them directly 

responsible for all aspects of their films that I loved.  It was not until years later before I realized 

that among the most special things about these men was the fact that one of the greatest things 

about them was their ability to organize and coordinate a thoroughly talented group of industry 

professionals, whom they had forged strong working relationships with through years of 

collaboration.  I also came to realize that these men were often more than writers and more than 

storytellers; I learned that they were good with expenses, fundraising and making their visions 

come to life on a budget, thinking creatively while pushing the limits of what was possible in the 

realm of cinema.   

 

In college, I fell in love with the theatre, with directing for the stage and with performance arts.  I 

spent years toiling in a community theatre, learning how to make magic happen on a budget, 

working closely with a carefully selected technical design team, choreographers, musicians, 

members of the local community and cast throughout the endeavor and increasing annual 

revenues by over 40% .  I found that I loved watching the visions that our production group had 

unfold and the people I loved enjoy the spotlight they deserved after much hard work more than I 

did the spotlight, and I made a conscientious decision that I must dedicate myself to the arts 

somehow for the rest of my life. 

 

I was always fascinated by narrative structure and storytelling, which is why I went for one of 

my college degrees at William Paterson University in Literature.  I wanted to write more 

compelling stories based on a stronger foundation of knowledge.  After Tolkien got me hooked 

at an early age, I wanted to analyze every novel from “The Scarlett Letter” to “Madame Bovary.”  

To be able to tell a story of such magnificent relevance and significance to so many would be a 

dream come true.  Perhaps some day I will be ready for something like that and inspiration will 

strike.  For now, I would never say that Fight the Panda Syndicate belongs in the same league as 

any of these great works; it was never meant to be.  It has, however, been a great deal of fun to 

make, as well as an introduction for me to the constituent elements of the filmmaking process.     

 

I believe that one of the most beautiful things about FTPS is that it is really a movie about people 

of many different backgrounds shedding racial, social, political and ideological differences to 

come together and fight for a common goal.  As the story unfolds, the characters grapple with the 

realities of a common global enemy, learn to work together and grow in their own humanity.  

The story mirrors that of our production troupe, a group of extremely different people from all 

walks of life working together toward a common goal.   

 

“I feel that it has broadened our horizons and not only taught us a lot about film making, but also 

about our own character as human beings.  There were many times where we thought we could 

not continue the film as we wanted, but we persevered and made something we can all be proud 
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of for the rest of our lives,” said Steven Bley.  “We all started as friends or strangers and we all 

became a family by the end." 

 

     
 Steven Bley, Kevin Doheny, 

Antonio San Miguel,  
Chris Pickhardt, Jason J. Dale  

& Daniel Mastrangelo 

 David Baron, Timothy Trojan, 
Yelena Sabel & Jason J. Dale 

 

 

Now, we are armed with experience in storytelling, organizing and collaborating with a talented 

group of industry professionals, an HD DSLR Camera with a variety of different lenses that 

saves us countless hours of inputting MiniDV tapes and an arsenal of techniques that permit us to 

accomplish more complex shots through either renting equipment that we do not have or learning 

how to simulate the functionality of certain types of equipment by watching tutorials online.   

We are extremely proud of “FTPS,” our first feature, and we are looking to share it.  We happily 

remind ourselves every day that we are in this field not to make a quick buck, but instead 

because we love movies and are looking to become better at it over time.  In fact, I have written 

several scripts and some shorts that I have begun thinking of how to produce someday, which is 

really the most exciting part to me, the Imagineering!  Film is more to us than just a casual 

interest to us; it is a lifelong passion with endless possibilities.   

 

 
 Jason J. Dale, Glen Gabriel,  

Christopher Pickhardt and David Baron 
 

 

I believe that we have taken a step in the right direction with the learning experience of making 

this film and hope that we will have many more opportunities to share our films with the world.  

I know that the money is not really out there for indie filmmakers nowadays and that filmmaking 

on our microscopic level is an extremely overwhelming endeavor, a time-consuming process for 

artists involved.  But, I highly recommend it to anyone up to the challenge and anyone who 

dreams of something more.  As David Baron once said to me, “making an independent film gave 

me a blank canvas to combine so many interests.  Did I mention funding?  Will the film be 

successful?  Who can say, but I am in the sequel.”  It’s Revenge of the Panda Syndicate to which 
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David is referring, and I am very proud to tell you that production on Revenge has not only 

begun but that it is moving forward full steam ahead with greater efficiency, strength of purpose 

and proficiency than its predecessor.  

 

     
 Kevin Doheny in  

Revenge of the Panda Syndicate 
 Nina Myalchik 

In Revenge of the Panda Syndicate 
 

 

I know that it is difficult to build a name when you’re doing it on your own and a film takes 

years to complete.  Eventually, the supporters thin out and people who once championed the 

cause at the beginning start to move on to other causes.  Every once in a while, someone will 

ask:  “Hey, did you ever finish that movie?”  I am happy to finally be able to reply, “It’s been a 

long road, we’ve learned a helluva lot, and it has taken up, literally, thousands of hours from start 

to finish.  Oh, and yes, we are now done!”   

“In the end, we succeeded and can proudly and happily say "we made this. We finished it." And I 

wouldn't have it any other way,” said Chris Pickhardt.  “Fight the Panda Syndicate means more 

to me than just about anything and knowing that it was made by us and some of the greatest and 

most talented people I have ever met only cements my steadfast resolve to continue pursuing my 

dreams without the thought of giving up until my dying breath, for as I always say to myself "it 

is not a question of IF, but WHEN." 

Thank you for taking the time to read this article to its completion.  I hope that you will one day 

see our film and that you will enjoy it.  This movie would not have been made without the 

extraordinary efforts of a large group of people and without the undeniable independent spirit of 

those involved.   

 

There are so many people who deserve our eternal gratitude for their contributions to this film, 

but the following people deserve special mention:  King Kong Bundy, former Bergen County 

Executive Dennis McNerney, Gerson Feiner & P. Feiner and Sons, Satoshi Shiseki of Ninja, NY, 

Jason Silverglate of FORTRESS ITX, Matt Messano of Lost Soul Entertainment, Ace Laluces, 

Daniel Mastrangelo, Yelena Sabel, Will Adamo, Michael Nashanian, David Chen, Antonio San 

Miguel, Brian Hague, Rabbi Gabriel Toledo, Karen LaCorte, The Borough of Pompton Lakes, 

NJ, Chris Carlson, Herb Waichman, Gino Caruso, Dan Aneiros, Tommy Breen, Keream 

Hudgins, Crystal Gong, Avi Berman, Jason Woolbert, Sharon Borys, Thomas Brown, Bergen 

County Surrogate Michael R. Dressler, Chris Sendrowski, Jonathan Sarofeen, Russ Pickhardt, 

Christina Pickhardt, David Baron, Vito Sarno, Noah Brooks, Timothy Trojan, Glen Gabriel, 

Steven Bley, Christopher Pickhardt, my parents Robert and Kathleen Dale and my wife Kari-ann 

Dale.  Special thanks go to all of them from the bottom of my heart.  Thank you for believing.   
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Feel free to keep an eye on our Web site, www.crazyelkproductions.com, for which I am also the 

webmaster.  I hope that you have enjoyed the various insights provided herein and have found 

them both relevant and inspiring.  If any of you have any questions, comments or suggestions, 

please don’t hesitate to contact me via e-mail at bedford4nj@gmail.com.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Jason J. Dale 

CEO / Director  

Crazy Elk Productions 

 

 
Kari-ann Dale & Jason J. Dale 

http://www.crazyelkproductions.com/
mailto:bedford4nj@gmail.com

